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Doping of silicon-on-insulator layers with sulfur to concentrations far above equilibrium by ion

implantation and pulsed laser melting can result in large concentration gradients. Photocarriers

generated in and near the impurity gradient can separate into different coplanar transport layers,

leading to enhanced photocarrier lifetimes in thin silicon-on-insulator films. The depth from which

holes escape the heavily doped region places a lower limit on the minority carrier mobility-lifetime

product of 10�8 cm2/V for heavily sulfur doped silicon. We conclude that the cross-section for

recombination through S impurities at this concentration is significantly reduced relative to isolated

impurities. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4746752]

It has been proposed that the introduction of a narrow

band of delocalized impurity states deep in the gap of a

semiconductor can lead to sub-gap absorption without the

concomitant large decrease in carrier lifetime due to non-

radiative recombination1–3 through localized recombination

centers. Indirect evidence for such lifetime enhancement in

heavily Ti-doped Si has been recently reported.4 Another

important candidate system is the chalcogen (S, Se, Te)

impurity in silicon, for which an insulator-metal transition

has recently been reported5,6 Photodiodes incorporating

chalcogen-hyperdoped layers exhibit high photocarrier gain

and enhanced response in the near infrared.7,8 Although the

properties of dilute sulfur impurities in silicon are well

known, the optoelectronic properties of heavily chalcogen

doped silicon are not well studied. In the current work, we

use the wavelength dependence of photocurrent response to

deduce the mobility-lifetime product of photoexcited minor-

ity carriers (holes) in silicon hyperdoped with sulfur.

Although the energy of the isolated S donor state is

�318 meV below the conduction band edge,9 the nature and

depth of the impurity states for heavily doped material are

the subject of active research.5,6,10 The nature of the impurity

states can have a profound effect on the mobility lifetime

product. The range of expected mobility-lifetime products

can be estimated from two extreme assumptions. At one

extreme, Shockley-Read-Hall recombination is negligible so

the hole lifetime is limited by Auger recombination and, for

a free electron density of 1019 cm�3, the lifetime is of order

10�8 s.11 At the other extreme, assuming that the lifetime is

entirely controlled by Shockley-Read-Hall recombination

through 1019 cm�3 neutral localized impurity states near

midgap, the lifetime is expected to be of order 10�12 s (Refs.

12 and 13). Assuming a widest plausible range of photocar-

rier mobility of 30 to 100 cm2/Vs, consistent with Hall meas-

urements on similar material14,15 and extrapolation of drift

mobility in heavily doped material,16 the potential range for

mobility-lifetime product can be from 3� 10�11 to 10�6

cm2/V, depending on whether Shockley-Read-Hall recombi-

nation is reduced in heavily doped material.

In order to achieve the high active dopant density neces-

sary for impurity band delocalization, a materials processing

approach involving ion implantation followed by pulsed

laser melting and rapid solidification has been employed.15,17

Optically smooth crystalline silicon, supersaturated with

nearly one atomic percent sulfur, has been fabricated by this

approach.15,17,18 Implantation and pulsed laser melting leads

to a shallow nþ/substrate junction with a large concentration

gradient.15,19 This concentration gradient produces a large

electric field that separates different types of carriers created

near the junction.

Following the procedure of Pan et al.20 Si:S layers were

formed in the device layer of silicon on insulator (SOI)

wafers (p-type, B-doped, 13.5–22.5 Xcm) with a 260 nm Si

device layer atop a 1 lm buried oxide on a thick Si substrate.

The 260 nm Si layer was ion implanted at room temperature

with 70 keV Siþ to a dose of 3� 1015 ions/cm2 for prea-

morphization, followed by 80 keV 32Sþ to a dose of 1� 1015

ions/cm2. All implantation energies were chosen to yield an

average ion projected range of �80 nm. Under these condi-

tions, the implantation dose was sufficient to amorphize

roughly the top 200 nm of the 260 nm device layer. The sam-

ples were subsequently irradiated with one pulse from a spa-

tially homogenized, pulsed XeClþ excimer laser (308 nm,

25 ns full width at half maximum, 50 ns pulse duration, 0.6–

0.7 J/cm2) with a square spot approximately 3� 3 mm2. The

laser fluence was chosen to melt the entire damaged region

while preserving the deepest few nm of crystalline seed for

epitaxial single-crystal growth.18 These silicon-on-insulator
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structures, heavily doped by implantation and laser melting,

have two key doping regions: the heavily doped top 200 nm

and the thin unmelted B-doped seed region.

Ohmic gold surface contacts for coplanar photocurrent

measurements were evaporated with a 0.8 mm gap. The sam-

ple resistance at room temperature is �1500 X. Coplanar

photocurrent is small compared with dark current, so

chopped light and lock-in techniques are required. Photocur-

rent is normalized by the incident photon flux to produce

external quantum efficiency. Light from a selection of light

emitting diodes was passed through a 10 nm bandpass mono-

chromator to provide well defined excitation energies.

We have previously shown21 that coplanar photocurrent

in sulfur-hyperdoped silicon-on-insulator structures is lim-

ited by extraction or recombination of holes that transit the

sample in the less-highly doped seed layer as shown sche-

matically in Fig. 1. Both electrons and holes contribute to

observed photocurrent, but saturation of photocurrent with

increased bias voltage is attributed to hole extraction. The

external quantum collection efficiency, therefore, depends

on the depth at which a hole is generated, the probability that

the hole can transfer to the seed layer, and the probability

that the hole drifts to the contact in the seed layer. The trans-

fer of photogenerated carriers to or from hyperdoped to seed

layers depends on the details of the local fields. The depth at

which photocarriers are created can be varied by varying the

excitation wavelength, therefore analysis of the external pho-

tocurrent collection efficiency can be used to deduce the

transport properties of holes in the hyperdoped layer.

The potential profile and field can be computed by inte-

gration of Poisson’s equation including ionized dopants and

free electron density. Because the donor energy is not

known, there is uncertainty in the computed profile, but an

order of magnitude estimate can be made. The sulfur doping

profile measured using secondary-ion mass spectrometry for

a sulfur implantation dose of 1015 cm�2, followed by pulsed

laser melting, is shown in Figure 2. The free carrier density

is about 10% of the sulfur density at room temperature.

There is a broad peak in sulfur concentration of about

2.5� 1019 atoms/cm3 at a depth x of about 110 nm, with a

sharp fall off between x¼ 130 and 250 nm. It is likely that

the sharp increase in sulfur concentration near the surface is

part of a surface oxide layer and is, therefore, neglected here

in the calculation of the potential profile. The resulting

potential profile for holes, found by integrating Poisson’s

equation assuming that the donor density is equal to the sul-

fur density, is shown in Figure 3. Depending on assumptions

for the depth and activity of impurities, a confining well of

depth 0.1 to 0.2 eV for holes is computationally found near

the bottom oxide interface. The presence of the hole well at

the back surface is independent of assumptions about front

surface sulfur. The electric field is 1000 V/cm at x¼ 140 nm

and increases to 7000 V/cm at x¼ 250 nm. The computed

field strength and potential well depth is sufficient to separate

electrons and holes and to confine holes to the seed layer

once the holes transfer into it. We note that a similar carrier

separation mechanism has been suggested to explain lifetime

enhancement in proton implanted p-type silicon.22

The mobility-lifetime product for holes in the seed layer

is of order lSsS ¼ 3� 10�3 cm2/V (Ref. 21) which is more

than three orders of magnitude greater than the highest

mobility-lifetime product estimated above for hyperdoped

material. The effective photocarrier lifetime, from the time-

resolved photocurrent transient, extrapolated to zero external

source-drain field, is 40 ls. The hole photocurrent is there-

fore likely to be dominated by holes generated in or trans-

ferred to the seed layer. With this assumption, the hole

contribution to coplanar photocurrent Di is given by the

product of the net rate R at which holes are generated in or

FIG. 1. A model for photoexcitation and co-planar transport in a silicon-on-

insulator hyperdoped Si/seed multilayer stack. Absorption of a photon with

energy greater than the gap produces an electron hole pair. If the hole can

escape the hyperdoped region, then it can traverse the sample in the seed

layer. If the hole remains in the hyperdoped layer, then the lifetime is

expected to be very short.

FIG. 2. Sulfur concentration after implantation and laser melting determined

by SIMS plotted against depth. The large increase near the surface is likely

due to a surface oxide.

FIG. 3. Potential energy for holes, computed by integration of Poisson’s

equation assuming a donor level 100 meV below the conduction band edge,

plotted as a function of depth. The sulfur buildup in the first 10 nm is

neglected for this calculation.
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enter the seed layer and the probability of extraction of a

hole once it enters the seed layer. If holes are uniformly

transferred into the seed layer and drift under action of the

field to the contact, the probability of extraction approaches

unity for a moderate lateral field of >20 V/cm in a sample

with a 1 mm gap. The photocurrent is thus given by

Dip ¼ eR ¼ e
Ð

rðxÞdx. The rate r(x) at which holes generated

at a given depth transfer to the seed layer is given by the

product of the depth-dependent generation rate G(x) and the

depth-dependent probability density of escape to the seed

layer P(x) so that R ¼
Ð

GðxÞPðxÞdx.

Holes created at depth x drift and diffuse between hyper-

doped and seed layers under the action of a large field E. A

full calculation of the depth dependent probability of transfer

to the seed layer involves estimates of the local lifetime,

which requires assumptions about the recombination mecha-

nisms. In order to deduce an approximate mobility-lifetime

product, a single effective average mobility-lifetime product

is assumed for the hyperdoped layer. Using a simple drift

approximation, the probability P(x) of escape to the seed

layer under action of the field is given by

PðxÞdx ¼ dx for LD < ðdS � xÞ
0 for LD > ðdS � xÞ

�
, where the effective

interface between seed and hyperdoped layers is at depth dS

and the diffusion length, LD, is the lesser of elhshE and D
where D is the thickness of the high field region and lhsh is

the mobility-lifetime product for holes in the hyperdoped

layer. (For holes generated in the seed layer, P¼ 1.)

As an example optical calculation, in Figure 4, we

divide the sample into five SOI sub-layers. The choice of

five layers in this example is intended to display the overall

behavior as simply as possible. Full calculations involved

many more layers. The optical absorptance in each layer is

computed, including multiple reflections and interference

from the oxide and top interfaces, as described elsewhere.23,24

The bottom 50 nm is assumed to be pure silicon. For the top

210 nm, we use the optical constants for hyperdoped silicon

from Pan et al.20 The spectrum of the accumulated absorption

in layers starting at the back surface and adding 50 nm incre-

ments is shown in Figure 4. If only carriers generated in the

seed layer contribute to photocurrent, then curve (a) is

expected. If carriers generated everywhere except the top

60 nm contribute, then curve (d) is expected.

The measured external quantum efficiency is plotted in

Figure 4 as individual points. External quantum efficiency

from 2.5 to 3 eV is only weakly dependent on energy. The

quantum efficiency at 3.30 eV is 3� 10�2, consistent with

contribution from a total thickness of 170 6 20 nm, therefore

holes are collected from the entire region in which the field

pulls holes to the seed layer. Since holes are able to drift or

diffuse across �100 nm of hyperdoped silicon with a field of

�1000 V/cm, it is possible to place a lower limit on the mo-

bility lifetime product for holes in hyperdoped material of

10�8 cm2/V.

For every hole separated into the seed layer, there is a

corresponding electron in the hyperdoped layer which could

undergo photoconductive gain. The absence of photoconduc-

tive gain implies that the electron drift mobility is less than

160 cm2/Vs, consistent with Hall measurements on similar

material.14 The absence of photocurrent response in the

infrared, as previously reported,21 sets an upper limit for the

electron mobility-lifetime product of 10�7 cm2/V.

The mobility-lifetime product found here for a doping

level of �2� 1019 cm�3 is over 100 times greater than that

predicted for Shockley-Read-Hall recombination through

isolated neutral impurities. We conclude that the cross-

section for recombination through S impurities at this

concentration is significantly reduced relative to isolated

impurities. This reduction could be due to formation of an

impurity band as proposed by Luque and Marti2,3 or due to

broadening of the impurity band at high density toward the

conduction band edge.6 Clustering of sulfur atoms is unlikely

to be responsible for the reduced rate of Shockley-Read-Hall

recombination since 100-atom clusters would have been visi-

ble in previous cross-section transmission electron micros-

copy studies.15 It is unlikely that the impurity band has

broadened into the conduction band because the insulator to

metal transition occurs at a sulfur concentration of about

3� 1020 cm�3,5 somewhat higher than the concentration in

this study. Further studies with varying doping levels may

elucidate the mechanisms for lifetime enhancement.
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